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PRESIDENT BIDEN ORDERS STRONGER WORKPLACE SAFETY RULES 

The new Administration has wasted little time in addressing multiple issues, several of which are of  

importance to our clients. One such area is work place protections. By Executive Order titled “Protecting  

Worker Health and Safety,” signed on January 21, 2021, President Biden seeks to address COVID  

related workplace safety issues. 

 

In the order, the Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OSHA) is ordered to update its  

safety recommendations regarding COVID for businesses. This update is mandated to happen  

within the next two weeks. The order also orders OSHA to review its enforcement efforts, which  

many have found lax during the COVID pandemic. The President’s order also requires the  

agency to examine whether an emergency temporary standard for workplaces to comply with is  

necessary for the remainder of the pandemic. Failure to comply with the emergency temporary  

standard would result in penalties for the employer. OSHA has until mid-March to issue the  

standard, if it finds it necessary. Potential subjects to be covered by the standard include mask  

wearing, hand-washing breaks, and communications with employees during outbreaks. 

 

The Executive Order marks a distinct shift from the approach of the prior administration, which  

emphasized the interests of the businesses over that of the workers. The prior administration was  

criticized by many workers’ rights advocates as having a lax approach to ensuring worker safety  

during the pandemic, including failing to issue an enforceable standard for workplace safety.  

Guidance that was issued by the prior administration used terms like “if feasible” and “when  

possible,” making enforcement an issue. When enforced, penalties were relatively minor when  

viewed in relation to the violations. A meat packing plant where almost 300 employees tested  
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positive and six died was given a fine of just over $15,000. Another meat packing plant that had  

almost 1,300 employees test positive and four die was fined $13,500. 

 

The standards issued by the new administration under this Executive Order are expected to be  

much clearer. It is also reasonable to expect that the clearer standards will lead to more  

enforcement actions and stiffer penalties for employers who do not provide employees with a  

safe working environment. 

 

Asher, Gittler & D’Alba will be following this issue for updates and will communicate them  

when they become available. 
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